
Becoming employable in a 4IR–Industry 4.0, A.I.,
Automated, Innovated, Mental Acuity-driven work-
force, and building an effective Cyber Defense Force,
involves discovering “How-to—do what—to whom”
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“Ys Ways

to look at

your World.”

To accurately Identify the 30%
(Can Do-ers) we must learn
to think about our World

— Naturally.

• The World we live in is directed by
Mother Nature according to the Laws of
Nature and Natural Law.

For Openers: Biological Science says we
humans have either X or Y chromosome
DNA-built genomes. The science and
statistics — describing X-chromosome-
built and Y-chromosome-built DNA
genome built homo sapiens, sapiens in
extant (Modern Human Beings) — are
conclusive and irrefutable regarding
gender, capabilities, inherent perspec-
tives, behavior and performance.

• Our individual capacities and capabilities
are manifested by our Mental Acuity:

X Chromosome DNA = Critical Thinking =
Cognitive Intelligence Quotient (aka:
Stanford-Binet IQ) = Processors /Curators
= 70% of U.S. 21st Century workforce (aka:
Gatherers /Curators)

Y Chromosome DNA = Contextual
Thinking = Ambient Intelligence Quotient
(aka: Am-IQ) = Producers of competitive,
useful Products /Services = 30% of U.S.
21st Century workforce (aka: Hunters /
Warriors)

Our competitive capabilities are dictated
by the efficiency and effectiveness of the
collaboration and reinforcement between
our body’s component Systems/Parts and
their Nurturing/Fueling.

EXAMPLE: The human brain is fueled by
oxygen. Deprive the brain of oxygen, and
the brain will die — taking you along with
it. Blood supplies the brain with oxygen.
Blood loads up on oxygen during its
passage through the lungs. Delivering the
blood from the lungs to the brain is the
responsibility of the cardiovascular system.
Therefore, individual brain power depends
of the efficient functionality of the lungs
and cardiovascular system. That is a
scientific fact.

When you want to optimize your brain
power — maximize your blood’s capacity to
carry oxygen — so don’t smoke, do-drugs
or drink in excess. That is all you really
need to know about optimizing your brain’s
functionality.

That’s applying Biological Science to human
functional reality — a Pragmatic Principle —
real time in the real world — Really.

“Keep it simple, but not too simple”, Einstein

Our Physique carries us around, Our
Physiology dictates our functionality.
Our Intellect directs our behavior and

develops our Intelligence, which
dictates our competencies.

Why? Do What? To Whom?


